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Subjects The Role of Evaluation in UNIDO 

PURPOSE: 

# 
•Biis document has been prepared by a UNIDO consultant    to provide a basis 

for expert deliberations  in Vienna of an appropriate evaluation methodology for 

UNIDO.     It does not reflect any opinions  of the UNIDO Secretariat.    Rather it  is 

intended to identify the important issues,   provide an appropriate background  and 

suggested courses of action,  and receive  the advice and recommendations of those 

attending the Expert Group Meeting.    The results will be carefully reviewed by 

the Executive Director and his senior staff in preparing plans for evaluation 

activities specifically designed to meet UNIDO's needs,  programs and activities, 

and constraints. 

BACKGROUND: 

Bie UNIDO Secretariat has been concerned with evaluation almost from its 

inception.    Since 19711  *«• portfolio of evaluation «tudies presented to the 

UMIDO Industrial Development Board (IDB) has included at least 15 country studies 

and a number of program, branch or sector studies (sometimes referred to as 

thematic studies).    During this period,  the IDB has expressed an increasing and 

continuing interest in the subject which resulted in the establishment of a 

Permanent Committee to assist the IDB in increasing the efficiency of the activi- 

tie« of UNIDO, to enable the UNIDO Industrial Development Board to give guidance 

to the Secretariat in the implementation of the decisions of the IDB, and to 

"evaluate periodically the results of the activities of the organization with a 

view to assuring the most appropriate utilization of available resources." 

* Ifee consultant is a former employee of the U.S. Agency for International 
Development with many years of experience in programming and evaluation. 
Be hai leaned heavily on this experience, and a one month's TOY assign- 
Mat with the U.S. Mission to UNIDO last year to study UNIDO*s evaluation 
needs, in preparing this paper. 
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^ ""     '      ""0nt '"" ^ °f thC Pe—* C°-ittee of the UNIDO Tll(„i1tPill 

•'•    -   •• — on  th-  subject c: evaluation hts turned on the  wtion8 of  , 

,;^lr ' /•' ^hDA°10^ for —^ *• o-iity. objectless  ,a 

'n'''^;   '"   ""^ fiUhrÍttCd t0  thp  ID3'   in-h0U- versus  outside  evaluation, 

",Vt'"-ljnt-v  °f 'i'^lopin-; countries,  establishing a Cwltral 

•••--•.iio., ur.it,   ,-   the  Friority ^ cost  of evaluation versus 

o .her necerS,ry ICîivi ties. 

«H, „. a„ „0,]ícn6 i3  1B vioi( wthin the IDB Mr ^^ 

».. .V..1..U. ,.   th„ S„retlriat   ror „aluationi   in Rv of 1974  the ^^ 

-  «  (a)   lh. o^Ptio„ ^  sssess„ent af carrent  tnermm ^  ^^ 

— m ..„. baaic of the craIuatlon of past ^ Clrrent 
objectives and directives. 

There is a lot  of myth(   ^^. e ^     ofes I 

jargon involved in evalúa- i 
tion,   a new disciplino  still   i„   • + 

--  still m its  evolutionary sta**.    It will be uaeful to I 

rev,.,- briefly  t, ..   . ^   ,,:;te_of_t, , ._ 
"     "'    '    • — '•/     ~   it   ;•    -;    I'    -   J 

development  a^ivit—- -  ,  u    •, 
-    -^l«..-. ,     .   a btv. îrop  fCr  3:.;^;   ...•   ^~     ..io,. . 

issues  facing UNIDO. "    "' 

Definition 

*-»«.. i. « ..«„„. t.m „hl=h ma> cove¡. .ji;_hiv r)    ^^ 

assessments Oí.' results   Ion- aft«- tv,» + 
?  ion, after the termination of a protra,,    ,oject or 

activity.    As used by this consultant    iti.   •   * 
nsuitant,  it in interpreted to include:    those 

:;fi 
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activities which build-in evaluation at the program or project design stage; 

monitoring    feedback;     redesign and/or rescheduling    through the final assess- 

ment of impact after project termination.    While it  excludes  those processes 

and procedures which  lead up to the actual selection of a project  or program, 

it emphasizes evaluation which is related to the development  of strategy,   program 

or project design,  implantation activities,  and to providing data for use in 

planning future strategies,  programs and/or projects. 

In other words,   the value of the process is seen principally in the 

management of resources  and on-goin? activity in  carrvin. out pre-detemined 

missions and the achl^r^t of both  Ion. mñ „hn^o,,, objetives.    ^e proceSE 

will not provide the answers to all questions and is no substitute for competence, 

diligence,  leadership,   resources, etc.    On the other hand,   few large scale or 

important organizations in today's complicated world can operate successfully 

without adequate planning and adjustments as events require changes in those plans. 

Evaluation provides the feedback to make these adjustments.    Without such a process, 

a manager or an organization proceeds blindly and, most likely, with disastrous 

or, at best, unknown results.    Briefly but correctly stated,   evaluation is a key 

part of the total management process. 

UMITAR Study 

In 1971, a UNITAR study on »UN development AID - Criteria and Methods of 

Evaluation" was publish*.    It consisted of two parts:    one concerning the 

principal problem, involved in the planning and management of development projects 

and stressing the critical importance of systematic planning,   and the second 

dealing with the tools of analysis. 

It begins by providing a rationale for evaluation.    First, because of the 

insistence among contributors that they and their legislative bodies have assur- 
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ance thnt re ources  n de available are expended only for the most useful 

projets and for thec   which contribute directly, even though marginally, 

to the priority needs of developing countries.    In addition, developing or 

recipient countries have become increasingly aware of the need for systematic 

-rutir.y of technical cooperation programs in light of their own national 

ob Vet lver.. 

Great stress is placed on beginning evaluation at the planning,  i.e., 

project design level,   before projects are formally implemented.    Once approved, 

the project should be subject to operational control Kith the purpose of 

monitoring administrative and technical efficiency.    Upon completion, project. 

need to be examined from the standpoint of an assessment of results to determine 

to what extent the projected targets were obtained.    Finally, an overall evalua- 

tion of the impact of all activities of the UN system of agericles on national 

economics and social  development may be made. 

Difficulties in Measuring Impact 

Discussine the problems of evaluation,  the question of definition is 

raised.    Also, the difficulties of attributing or measuring overall impact of 

technical assistance projects is recognized ,  particularly „hen estimating ben- 

efits accruing from Institutional building projects and projects relating to 

the development of economic and social infrastructure.    The effectiveness of 

such projects are not  likely to be known for many years to come and specific 

information concerning the« would require special and rather detailed investi- 

gations in the future.    Bvidence of the effectiveness of project, which are 

essentially of an advisory nature is even more difficult to obtain, particularly 

«here the results may bo intangible and not .ubject to any quantification or 

other objective measurement.    They may be strategic or catalytic and thu. .ucee« 
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may have to be iaputed. 

Another problem involves the diverse nature of programs which poses diffi- 

culties when governing bodies are looking for "systematic", 'Scientific" and 

"uniform" approaches to evaluation.    It is stated that no one formula of evalua- 

tion could reasonably apply to such a range of projects except in the most 

generalised way.    Also as the size and duration of a project varies so does 

the need for evaluation. 

Ko Standard Methodology 

Taking all these facts into account, the study concludes that the content 

of the programs, the methodologies employed, the wide variation in the size of 

individual projects and their number - make it clear that no single "scientific" 

method could apply uniformly.    It is necessary, therefore, to distinguish between 

typ— and categories of projects and programs for evaluation purposes where, dif^. 

ferent methods and guideline» would be applicable.    In a strict sense,  the report 

states that the purpose of the evaluation exercise is to produce some kind of objec- 

tive evidence of accomplishment in terms of outputs and to set this against the 

cost of inputs which,  In an ideal situation (seldom realized), would have been 

committed in the knowledge of alternative methods and costs for achieving the 

same or better resulta.    This process implies a quantification of goals, objec- 

tives and targets against which progress may be measured.     Considering the 

diversity of development programs, quantification is not  an  easy matter in 

many eases.    On the other hand, efforts to quantify have not been sufficiently 

assiduous or imaginative In the- eyes of the authors.     At any rate, when direct 

or indirect indicators are not readily available or where baseline data cannot 

be established at the time of project approval, there is in almost all cases a 

kind of ;nAerme4Aa,te pyWpfl.   This mould consist of detailed planning of the 
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woS,   diB..inpulBhiaff .pecifio stops 0r activities  to be wamriákmt  each 

•-". - <atin.,tnd  eviction ti-e.    This p.ocedure „ould at  least give indica- 

:on,   of w,„,lhcr  , prnject  ia  properly orgajiized ^ implemented>   even  if it 

con:riilto,i   iittlo i:i ^ assessment of results. 

Cost of Evaluation 

«Ml» routine the accusation that a country i. being deprived of 

-«..ance  ., re,,» of proJcct „ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^  ^ 

•** warn,  tut  car, „ue, bc take„ ,„ _ _ ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 

-d the „.„Hin,- inevitable disturbance „„ile checking operations - doe, not 

-two, en   „,. impr0VCDO„ls  „, savines it ^ affort>     in other ^   ^ 

-M ,.„„,. cost-benefit analysis of oration itself.    *. studï gly„ . 

«~. d.,, or attention ,o rational!,^ pro,• and project foliation and 

«a*«, that inatitu««», arrangent* „„s, be pra^tic and seiective. 

«ss or ,„a, for. of „ao.in.ry „lately ^  „ „^ , aia^ 

•^    ;iilh Pr0SraminC °POrati0m •*"**•«" - P"*« P-paration WwH 
t-ally „rjMi3cd, an indlrect ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ # ^^^ ^ 

the heterogenous Md mtured activiv _ camed M in th6 ^ ^ ^ 

Uor.    Priore „ould begin t, oc applied at the vulnerable pointe.    Sou^ p„gr•. 

-it,, prepay prepared promote »ill „ave buil,.in „^ fop ^^ 

*. operational phases „ith s„„e basis to .vacate effectives, at tne end, and 

for «ho feedback of infection to assist in future planning. 

*. Par. of the study dealing „i,h „ethods and teoh^..  

i. ^appointin,.    One cnapter in devoted to cost-benefit „alyi. for proJ.ot 

valuation by „hich u mtant pr,joo< „^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ 

to *»her project design „ evaluation a* previous defined.    . ..Mnd ohapter 

i. devoted to P« „forking anaiysis f„r project plying a^ control. 
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In summary, the study makes an important contribution to the rationaliza- 

tion of need as well as tho  purpose of evaluation.    On the other hand,  while it 

aids in the conceptualization of evaluation,  particularly in connection with 

technical assistance and similar development projects,  it  does not suggest a 

specific methodology or inventory or explain technics which can be applicable 

for varying types of activities and circumstances.     The special  features of the 

UNITAR approach to evaluation include the examination and adaptation of 

management techniques to programming and project planning - including cost/benofit 

and network analyses,  feedback for current management and operations,   and informa- 

tion retrieval for future program planning.    The limitations of existing 

methodologies are also recognized,  including the problem of measurement and the 

need for flexibility and evolution. 

UNDP Requirements and Directions 

Tfce UNDP adopted a system of evaluation at the beginning of 1967 which, 

since that date, has been going through a continuous process of evolution, 

revisionf and sometimes vacillation,  as to purpose and importance.    The 

development of a methodology and a set of techniques to carry it out was done 

in oc—operation with other UN organs mainly through the Inter-Agency Study Group 

on Evaluation, a subcommittee of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination. 

Early attention was given to selected projects already under way with post- 

project evaluation being left principally to the executing agencies. 
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Tripartite Reviews 

With the re-organization in 19?i, and the subsequent emphasis on decen- 

tralization, UNDP decided to introduce an integrated approach to program and 

project management at the field level. Applying tne same principles to the 

examination of project progress and tne effectiveness that underlay the evalua- 

tion methodology introduced earlier, the result was the launching in 1973 of 

a tripartite review system by which all large scale projects funded by UNDP are 

reviewed at the field level jointly by representatives of UNDP, the relevant 

executing agencyand the government authorities concerned. The primary purpose 

of these semi-annual reviews is to examine the progress being aade by each pro- 

ject, identify the factors which enhance or diminish project effectiveness and 

pave the way for appropriate corrective action. 

Detailed guidelines on the organization and substance of tripartite 

reviews have been Included in Chapter IV, of the UNDP Operational and Financial 

Manuals, issued September 1973. This manual also includes guidelines on project 

monitoring, review and progress reporting and theevaluation of selected on-going 

projects. While the system is concerned with project objectives, outputs and 

activities, it does not yet operationally link the design process to evaluation 

and is primarily concerned with inputs and efficiency. The semi-annual or tri- 

partite reviews of projects, in the opinion of this consultant, do not normally 

constitute a thorough in-depth analysis, though they may give rise to that kind 

of an evaluation. In some cases, they have exposed deficiencies in project design 

or other problems which called for more comprehensive evaluation by the govern- 

ment, the executive ag^rciy and the UNDP. More than 100 of such in-depth evaluations 

were in fact taken up to 1973 by missions constituted by this purpose. 
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Two working groups have been laboring on developing Chapter k.  Project 

Design, and Chapter 2, Country Programming for the UNDP Operational and Financial 

Manual. It is expected that the Chapter on Project Design will incorporate 

the essential features of the logical framework concept, developed by AID, 

and provide new impetus to improving project design while, at the same time, 

building in evaluation components appropriate to the dimensions of a specific 

project. In the past, top management support has been more readily apparent 

for the more traditional functions of organization and management, audit and 

inspection, and reporting. But there are signs that project evaulation is now 

being better appreciated as a tool of management rather than an historic, after- 

the-event, appraisal. It is also expected that in the new programming cycle, 

there will be mor» emphasis on sector studies involving the cooperation of the 

various executive agencies. 

Inter-Agency Study Croup Guidelines 

In Geneva in February 1972, the Sixth Session of the Inter-Agency Study 

Group on Evaluation* took place. Guidelines were developed which represented 

an extension and further refinement of the methodology and techniques of evalua- 

tion which the UNDP and other agencies had developed and tested over a period 

of years and in which UNDP was to apply on a systematic basis, specifically at 

the country level, with regards to program and projects assisted by it. 

The guidelines incorporated the following general points i (l) the 

achievement of project purpose Is related to d higher level, sectorial or 

national goal» (2) & project can only make a partial contribution to its 

development objective with the effectiveness of the contribution depending not 

only upon whether the immediate objectives of the project are obtained but also 

• The Inter-Agency Stud¡< Group on Evaluation - reporting through the AAC - 
Is a useful and existing instrument for conserjsus building. 
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whether the project results are effectively utilized, and (3) .valuation of an 

individual project rehires,    (a) a reappraisal of the Wc conceptlon ^ 

design of the project,  (b) an examination of the various aspects of project 

implementation with enphasis on inputs, and (c) an MM.«.* of the results 

achieved or likely to be achieved. 

Project Design and Implementation 

With regard to the conception and design of the project, attention 

»ust be paid to two sets of factors,  those that link the projects» 

immediate objectives and its long range objective, and those which 

have a bearing on successful and efficient obtainment of its immediate 

objective.    The evaluation of project implementation consists essentially 

of»    (a) determining whether the project activities as undertaken constitute 

adequate means to achieve their target outputs,  (b) identifying factor, 

which „ex. or are significantly favorable to the implementation of projet 

activities,  (c) identifying factors which were or are advera, to the impl..        ' 

-ntation of project activities, and,  (d) consideri* th. «mult, of action, 

which may have been taken to correct adverse factors and in identifying corr«*- 

ive action, still needed. 

Assessment of Results 

»th regard to the ......ment of project results (as di.tinct fro. i.pl- 

-ntation) it requires the examination in three step, of,    (a) the output. 

of .ach activity of the project and their contribution, to the achi.v...,* 

of project objective, (b) the extent to which the Mediate objective of th. 

Projet are b.ing and have been achieved, and (c) the eff.ctiv.ne.. of th. 

prOcf. contribution to th. achievement of U. lor« rang, objectiv...   Wf^ - 
Uve«... i. d.flnad „ 1maúiím9 flMtt on ^ ^^ âchiwin8 ^ ^^^ 
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objective, and,. secondly, on the result» of the project being utilized 

I       properly along with the results of other développent projects or activities 

towards the fulfillment of long-range goals.    In order to provide feedback 

for project and program formulation, the Study Group considered it highly 

desirable for each organisation to prepare a periodic synthesis of evaluation 

findings concerning project activities in a aatter most suitable for its own 

requirements. 

Program Evaluation 

another section of the guidelines concerned evaluation of country 

programs as a whole.    It included guidance on such subjects as providing 

a general frame of reference, examining the need for on-going projects, 

encouraging a multidisoiplinary approach to the solution of a major 

development problem, looking at problems beyond the programming period, 

and similar considerations.   It was stressed, that in the further elabora- 

¡        tion of the guidelines dealing with program evaluation, UHDP should spsll 

out the procedures for «valuation of the program am a whole, including 

its timing and relation to annual reviews in the formulation of country 

Programm, the precise role of executive agencies, etc. 

••»•«valuation 

Flmally the guideline» concerned themselves with self-evaluation 

and external evaluation,   the guidelines prepared by UHDP provide for 

independent evaluation of programs and projects within the United Mations 

Development System.    The group expressed the belief that this approaoh 

would provide an objective basis for determining the effectiveness of 

UM» assisted program« and projects and that, until and unless experience 

showed that this «as not being met fully, it would not be necessary to eeek 
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. recoce to6trlctly..KUrnal.tïaliationi    ft ^^    ^^ 

that t*use of out6lde M6lstanc, <hould ta ^^ vhw ^^ 

•* '—«.. t-iuain, «. P0Mlbllu, of utlllilivï th# MMCM rf t|M 

*l»t action wt.     ^ „, ila0 dlKU5aíd t(w dMiimbuity of 

«t.M -If^Ltl« »UM„ th. „nlt.d „.tl0M .ysto> in ídauion to 

lnt„Ml. lndepeal.nt eMlMUM,    u ws not>d ttat 4 ^ of ^ ^ 

«*tl* option, ta„ lntroduMd or are pUmiiní to ir^uo<     ^ 

evaluation on a continuous basis as . h,n i •  4      , 
" * bUiU-in el—nt <* project i.ple«.nU. 

ti on. 

W—* this iMttaU», ^ ^ .xprMMd ^ ^ thit tta 

P-rtlolpaMn, ox».„lMtlo„. ,ould w ap!cU1 att>ntioii to tta ^^ 

« .ub.U„tlv. „^ of ^ ilpl.MntaUoni yiMyi> ^^ rf 

inputs.    It f.u thU ». „.o..^ .„, dMlrmUt> lMMuch u ^ ^ 

",ld*lln" e,Ph"lMd «« - <•»*-. Cole. th. «„^^ 
••P.«. of pro^t and „„.,   „„^^ of approprut< ^ ^   . 

»-U-U .Mlu.tIon, eapacUUï of tMhnicai MWM> M ^^^ ^ 

IWJ«ct. In differ.« sul»t»ntlv. n.M.. 

BTMkthrotvh 
I» th. „!„!„„ 0f „,1, eowulUnti ^ di>cui!iMis ^^ ^ 

tr^throutf, .,.a . slgnlflc.n, ^ iB th< 3tate.of.thMrt tf ^ 

« »fleet.* t„ app.opri.fly MvlMd prlorU1,. .„, ^^ ^ 

"»» M • H i.Pl,Be„t.d * „,. wrlM1. .„cut^ WMiM> j # _ 

adequate professional staff »»* v-«i_ 
nai staff and backup resources are Hd, available. 

Other Evaluation System« 

* «Tl.. of «,. «U*!. «thoado«!«, ^^ M . 
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eluded ter».    To the «xt«nt they act as executing agents for UKDP 

project«, th«y have also been influenced by UHDP requirements   and pro- 

cedures.    There is also every reason to assume that the effectiveness 

of any specific systea is constrained by the limitations already mentioned 

in the UTO systea and by organizational variables of top »angement support, 

available professional coapetence, and adequate supporting procedures.    In 

these eixcuastances, «any UM agencies also look to Dilatami development 

organisations for help and guidance. 

In amy 1973t the Ixecutive Director of UMIDO sent a letter to 18 

permanent mission* to UMIDO, all developed countries, asking for infor- 

mation on •existing systems, approaches and criteria as regards to evalua- 

tion of industrial activltie« similar in nature and scope to those under- 

taken by UMIDO in it» operational and supporting programs."    Mhil« only 

Mvm&f the ljpreplied, it provides an interemting insight into the statua 

of evaluation methodology in developing countries.   One reply confused »valua- 

tion with the process of project approval and MIS, therefor«, not truly 

responsive. 

2a 19711 tb* Belgium Government established an Inspector General for 

•»minati«« and Control in the Administration for Developaent Coopération, 

ïho Inspectorate General ie an Independent unit performing it« own evaluations 

with ouUide help a« needed.   At thi« stag«, it is operating on an empirical 

oaai« and the r«ply note« that there are sociological and technical diffi- 

oultio« and serious questions regarding balance of effort.    Mo Joint evalua- 

tions haw y«t been held and the next «tag« will involve «or« attention to 

program and project evaluation.   It is a good testimony for the iaportanc« of 

th» «valuation, the need for a specific organisational location and also the 

requirement for tiae to develop adequate systems and aethodologiee. 
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TH. r•„ „,rlence hac ^ preur mucn ^^ to ^ 

^t 1. .écorne, „uh crlt.rla „ to ^^ ^ ^^    ^ 

— ~P1, „^ an in_^ 5tress on sy5teiatic> ^ 
2' -*~ „.t tM. af?roaoh ta not „t ,„ fÄllMdi    iviimtion ta 
W- -rH* . mnclp,lly by outald. coMuiUnt5 ^ ^ it ^ ^ 

«*«- „ t„ rttthtr artf truly MUsfactorï tYâi^tiM ^ ^ 
•t x«.t ,„.„,„ „ ml d.y.lopMnt projtcu ^ ^^ 

•—, ".««,,. le„„ fro. txp.rle„c. galned ^ u ^ 
UM of it. «valuation must take place as » „„„•, 

xe piace as a continuous process fron ids» to 

«.^ ..u,u, ^ .ust ta eBploy.d both ^ lrapUBentation ^ 
th. «.„*„, „ ^^ and ras- IvaluatlM ls osteíOTI^ ta 

^ •*-.   (x) «. «^ evaluatlon ..phMl^ #moi 

—.« wt~. ^ „lectlon, appiwal_ ind >vmiuationj thj 

.«^ ln,, m ^ 16 50PMSUMted and profeM10M1< An BW1U1_ 

pUnni», .„, ralu.tl0„ offlcêrB sUUoMd in ^ ^    ^ ^^ 

ha» been developed on when to apply a mi*^r<~   * 
*° appiy a significant evaluation effort, for 

«xaaple, risk projects, complexitv    M.H * 
•Piaxity, need for «anageinent,  new aroa. .„d 

other non-routin. typ. of activitios.      Nevertheless   th.      i 
•V,rth,le88» «»» i» no forsml 

•ethodology and no «tandardisatlon      Pi „. 
lotion,    rutm are reported, however, to dmlop 
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I 

.a general master system for built-in evaluation of agriculture projects. 

Among development aid agencies,  the United States Agency for Inter- 

national Development has been a leader in developing a comprehensive,  result- 

oriented management eysteit which incorporate, long-range planning, programming, 

projet design and evaluation.    The evaluation function is highly developed 

and formalized and being applied with increasing effectiveress and useful 

results.    The erstem is strongest at the project design and evaluation levels 

but decreases in effectiveness as the use is expanded to the program,   sector 

and country levels.    Essentially, the project design andevaluation system is 

developed around a concept called the "logical framework" which, briefly and 

siaply stated, is an adaptation of the "means-end" chain concept.    A set of 

worksheets, matrices, anlsimllar tools have been developed which assist the 

project designer and subsequent evaluators in providing desired information re- 

futing different aspects of project design and svaluation.    It helps distin- 

guish between tho resources to be provided, the activity or work which con- 

çûmes these resources, the outputs or results to be produced or achieved by 

such work , and the purpose for the whole endeavor as related to a higher 

lovol goal.    It also facilitates the use of interim targets as a bas' s for 

resource scheduling and emphasises the need for baseline data, progros» indicators, 

and complementary actions required for the successful achievement of project 

purpose.    Beyond this conceptual approach to project design and evaluation, 

the methodology consists of a series of procedures and forms unique to a 

partiouUr bureaucracy involving a large, decentralised field staff.    The system 

in its current fora is not generalisable and, in fact, requires considerable 

adaptation by the Agency itself forprograms administered at the headquarters 

lor»;.   However, the logical framework concept itself is transférable,  with 

nsoessary adaptations, to any development agency which is dealing with a aig- 
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ni fi cant project portfolio. 

The Government of Switzerland       u    , 
Switzerland emphasizes ongoing evaluation at 

- redeterained times and »rfnr^  v 
ana performed by outsiders.     The reror-f.^ .     xnc reported purpose is 

to aesess the socio-economic impact of it« M !   •       , 
»pact of its bilateral  projects and to 

suggest »odlficatlons or foUow-im .„*, 
f°' i0W-UP actlons to linprove ongoing project. 

and  the selection and management of ne„ projects      Guid.H        , 
rejects.    Guidelines for on-site 

-I««« and f0rÄt for „^ ^ ^ d_ioped vith 

grld; USed t0 faCllltete — — - «valuation.    *. 8y.t.ra u 

completely orients to project evaluation. 

The Netherlands also provided a brief d.scrWi        , DriiI a«»cription of its «m.B 

which emphasize, progress control with th. « < 
with +K    . Principal *~pon.ibility bei», 
with the host government. * 

Implicati ans  r», rrTrrTìn 

Evolutionary Procesa 

concepts and Methodologie, of .»i    • , 
logie, of evaluation are in an early .* .volutions« 

Phase and can be described as a sub-sy.te. of 
I„ +h    „ , y        °f •ana«— nt by objective.. 

»C..V«, s^Hc* .„^  only ln *      d"1». 

«wing mto the research and develóos.** 

_„,     .     , "ea of Planning and evaluating 

*-—, .581£tanc. anJ sl>lur ictivitïi % 

confusion as to definì +*,.       . u»F°unaea vy 

««*»-. uu..„ .valuatlon rh#torlc ^ * «» 

P~t-f.ctc auto,.,.,     a.^, '"^"°"' *"" - 
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[concept is MV   but,    despite its challenge of work habits formed by cultural 

pattern» and long years of tradition,  is increasingly gaining in importance 

and acceptance. 

Methodology - A Function of Critical Variables 

There is not and never will be any standard methodology of evaluation 

with general applicability just as there is no one management system applicable 

to all pregiai«, organisation» and managers.    Methodology is a function of three 

basic factors i    (l) Purpose - Ideally the purpose of evaluation is to help 

develop and implement better projects and programs in cooperation with the 

recipient developing countries.    »Valuation oan also serve other purpoee» sos« 

acceptable, BOM lea» so.   For example, the purpose of evaluation say be to 

lee» the lessee* of experience or it say be »imply to satisfy higher levels of 

authority that programs and projects are being manafsd effectively.    It may be 

ueed a* » device to communio»t» and involve other parties.    Iftiatever the mix, 

domlmemt »od complementary purpoee« have to be recognised in developing appro- 

priate) methodology.    (2) XXSml - * ««cond factor affecting methodology is the 

typ» «f activity to be evaluated,    notwithstanding the current effort» of 

•atiomal, bilateral and multiUteral organisations to grapple with sector evelue- 

tlerne, » different approach 1» required when evaluating » progrès or sector vis- 

»-vl» » project.   The logical framework concept is an outstanding tool for dm- 

,l«"l*I »Memlimitlng »ignifiesjit projects.    Its usefulnesa, however, is greatly 

dialalahed in »mall, routine or non-project type activity.    Except for the 

application of the scientific method for problem-solving and modern 

principlee, nothing deserviaj the description of an evaluation metnod- 

olofjr ha« been developed at the program or sector level,    (d) Constraint« - 

/fisalia^ another important factor in developing a methodology for a partloular 
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croni, .tlon ,,d protra* involve, constraints.     In the case of »est UN executive 

a^les these constraint, consist, among others,  of out.ld. r^ulre^nts 

^•n.  UNDP),   the sensitivity of dealing with sovereign «overrents who are 

-t only recipient, of assistane, but often »embers of the Board  of Directors, 

the di!pnaa 0, ln,„r„ndent versus self.eva;uatlon (partlcularly#  as lt affects 

sovereignty ,nd role  issues, and  LiSt,  but equally if not most  important,  the 

amount of „sources (i.e.,  .taff a,d ti»)  available for evaluation activity. 

When these factors !lave been adequately considered, a function of this 

»eetins, approaches may be developed for different type, of evaluation exercise. 

alternate to the neeis and limitations of UMIDO.     It i. at thl. p^ wh.M 

onerai guidelines can be developed to provide both a consistent .tandard and 

approach a. .ell as a methodology and package of analytical tool, to assist 

the evaluators. 

Changing Concepts of Technical Assistance 

A treatment of evaluation methoaology would not be complet, without 

ao*. discussion of its usefulness „ aPplled to t.chnleal MrtrtBBe. ^ ^ 

f course, quite different from capital assistance,    Tfc. concept of a fchniosl 

assistance project has bnn transform., over the years fro. on. id.ntlfi.4 

by the donor inputs provided to one which is a Joint endeavor of th. assist* 

s-ov.nu.ent, UMDP, and th. executing agency d.sign.d to carry out sp.ci.1 

activities for the purpose of achieving spec lfic objectives.    In the «. of 

UNIDO, th. f..lln€ l8 0ven stronf8r ,e   t   >that both ^^    ftveiop^    ^ 

«•vlopin« ooumtries, should cooperate in th. search for exchnre of «prit«, 

and identification of cooperative action, that will further,  in th. long run, 

c^mon objective and a mors ^taU. and p^itlv. dev, lop-nt of all ..«tri». 

Historically, technical assi.tanc. actlvlti.s which involv. aé*i.<*y 
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training, «te., have been difficult to Muurt exoept in taras of Input». 

The lasset, for exaaple, of Institutional developaent pro>cts is subjsct to 

* great deal of subjective jadgaent aid projection.    Tho developing coaospt of 

technical aasistance whioh eaphaslsee tho transfer of knowledge within a 

problM orlsntod and cooperative s true tur« will require now «valuation concepts 

as, 1nassa« it «ill require asw concepts of cooperativo projects. 

Hetexaining a Proper salane« 

«VISO, Ilk« all organisations involved in providing developaent assistane«, 

will M«d to give increasing attention to two types of evaluation activity. 

Firat, that which is «ssentiaHjrYavolved in the M«fll»n1 of current technical 

aealataaae program ant «reject».   At the project level, aethodology should 

streee the aeaanate deaiga «ad redesign of orejéete with eapfcasis oa the 

iffllllW **«» «**«* inprt« »re «applied sad the effeotlvenese of the outpute 

4 different aeeroaoh will have te be used in evaluating 

aetlvltlee with the saahssis being ea evaluating 

the gagMsaiaaaV •* **•«• aotlvitiee. 
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The second activity requires a typ« of «valuation methodology tailored 

to the consideration of kev problems and sector«.    Her«, th« emphasis is on th« 

fut «re i    in both identifying the proble«« which impede the development processi 

ir. analysing alternative plana to ameliorate the probl««i and in providing 

a structure for orienting an agency's allocation of it»resources to attack 

critical  problems.    It is also a process for looking at problems which cross 

sectors or traditional divisions of labor and for providing a forua for involving 

a development organisation with other source« of knowledge, expertise and assis- 

tance,  private as w«ll as public. 

Conclusion 

Despite a lot of rhetoric, organisational imagery, publications of guida- 

li nes and handbook«, etc., th« state-of-th«-art in evaluation both within th« 

UN system and among bilateral agencies 1« in an evolutionary sta««, particularly 

as it applies to technical assistance activiti«*.    Thar« is no single "«cUntifi«" 

method that can b« uniformly applied nor any set of procedure« whioh guarant««* 

"success."    If th« Executive Director accepts «valuation as a continuing Trugt - 

ment process relatad to improved program manag«s»nt, th« ehallang« is t« fas« 

the Issues which ar« identified here and to ask« his decisions regarding a •/•tasa 

d«sign and investment of resource« taking into account th« critical variable« ant 

constraints relevant to UNIDO.    There ar« som« principi«« ard concept» to guida 

the Executive §«cr«tariat and outsid« «xpertis« to advise on tn« basis of «apiri- 

oal and organisational experience (the purpose of this nesting),but th« ««arch 

for a magic foratila which will pleas« all people is use les»,   an t valuation 

«•thodology,  i.«. a Bysterns design, appropriate for UMTrm   will evolv« fraa 

consideration» and decisions regarding th« purpose of «valuation, th« typaa 

appropriât«, and the constraint« imposed. 
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CRITICAL ISSUES 

lheae issue* have bnn developed to provoke informed discussions on the 

important variable, and constraints, as mentioned above, which can apply to 

UMIDO .valuation activitie. .    In some cases, they represent the questions 

raised by parties of concern,  in others they represent problems facing all 

development agencie, which are seeking to improve their efficiency and effective- 

new.    One viewpoint, including conclusions and/or recommendations,    1. presented 

to stimulate debate.    Other viewpoints, other issues,  and alternative recommenda- 

tion, fro. the expert group are welcomed by the Secretariat. 

1.   It lÙUl k flgfj ÎSL fgmllsod evaluation of UNIDO activities? 

ft**—*« - *lilt "V "Croup B" M.ber countries of the IDB and senior 

•teff of the Secretariat accept evaluation a. a necessary component of UNIDO'. 

•maagemt activitie., there 1. by no »an. a consensu, on this point on the part 

•f all IS aMber. and secretariat .Uff.    along the .ore important objection. 

•ai reservatio«, te the evaluation function arei 

It iafMages ea the sovereignty of national governments 

14 «latalahe« the authority of the Executive Director 

ií-í1rWt" f^*00*0*« ""^ <*" *»tter *>• employed in direct technical 
UÎZÎÎ*! *• d**»loPim countries.    It is premature and of second 
priority to the expansion of operational activities in the field. 

of the limited Mai. of UMIDO's activities 

*£****** evaluation already done by field personnel and hoe, 

to •reomture 1» view of ACA1R refuel to budget for an evaluation «taff 

}LUJ"p0,*ibl* to ••*«"• the impact of limited teehnical assistance 
ivrelvlag only partial input. 

"••***• •*• •* lm •»!»• •• eoaparod to the investaent and .taff tlaa. 
*••"•••• for other priori tie. ' 

aational ori tic1 

L. 
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Some of these reservations are specious and self-serving.    Others are 

quite real and must be dealt with by UNIDO.    It is useful to refer back to the 

UKITAR study which suggested the following rationale for evaluation i 

major contributors, and their legislative bodies, need assurances 
that resources made available to multilateral organizations are 
used both efficiently and affectively and are directed to the priority 
needs of developing countries. 

developing countries need assurance that technical cooperation 
programs are being developed and implemented in accordance with 
their own rational objectives 

A third rationale, one which affects UNIDO management directly, needs to 

be added, namely 

Secretariat senior staff.   UNDP, and reviewing bodies need assurances 
that on-going and planned program«, projects, and activities are 
formulated, designed and managed in a fashion to most effectively 
•est the needs of developing countries in selected areas of progras 
concentration,  and priority development problems. 

Conclusioni 

No large organization can successfully administer a world-wide and complicated 

set of programs in a rapidly changing environment without adequate planning and 

adjustments as events require changes in those plans.    Evaluation provides the 

feedback to •**• these adjustments in a rationale way.    It is part of the total 

management process.    This fact is recognized by the Executive Director and his seni« 

staff.    The real issue at hand is not the need for evaluation per se    but to 

develop an approach which makes the optimum use of tho minimum resources avail- 

able to obtain actionable results in areas or subjects of priority concern. 

As UNIDO's role increases in scope and importance,  the challenge is greater and 

the results more critical. 
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2,    What should be the purpose of evaluation in UNIDO? 

Discussion -    In October 1972, UNIDO's evaluation mission was described 

I    as having three primary tasks: 

f the evaluation of all completed and ongoing UNIDO administered 
I projects    and activities in a selected country 

J the identification of special factors affecting the formulation 
and implementation of projects 

recommendations for ongoing and new projects to be included in 
the country progxas for 1972-76 and for other worthwhile projects 
to b» financed from other sources 

The basic purpose of built-in evaluation was described as providing the 

project Manager and other decision-makers with up-to-date information on 

proffress so that adjustments can be made at an earlier stage and in a more 

specific manner than would otherwise be possible. 

In the annual report of the Executive Director for 19731 evaluation is 

described as an intricate part of all planning and program exercises with 

particular emphasis on work carried out in particular countries over a period of 

years and of work In specific industrial branches or   subsectors. 

Current thinking in the UNIDO Secretariat tends to view evaluation primarily 

M an exercise to assess progress in order to improve the existing situation 

with emphasis oa the efficiency of the inputs supplied,  e.g.,  reoruitment of 

technician«.   In other words, the practical aim of evaluation is to identify 

problema, find solutions, and improve on-going performance. 

While the above descriptions oí purpose have been generally accepted, some 

members of the ÜB » the Secretariat, and others have suggested other purposes 

such asi 

measuring the broader impact of UNIDO projects on the economy of 
the country concerned 

basis for reallocation of resources to higher priority and/or more 
effective projects/activities 

a Man* for involving host country personnel, outside experts, other 
Ul agencies, etc. 
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relating UNIDO'« activities in fields chosen for study to the needs 

in the same field by other parts of the UN system, under bilateral 
programs, and by private initiative Bilateral 

iLníeí^z:0îohLc:pacities of sociaiist countri« ^ ~«^ 
to neet the requirements of the UNDP system 

to increase the influence of the IDB and its Permanent Committee 

to provide UNII» with a "brain" 

«sure compliance with poll«*., directives, reflation, and procedure 

In addition to some of those implied above, there art ancillary purpo... 

which can be involved , s<*e legitimate, so*« not so, as, for.exa.pl., to, 

£"£££* intereSt in °r f0CU* •"•'"ion on a particular country 

improve understanding and internal communication. 

provide . historical record 

iìrtA* *tt#Bti0n t0 an ld*"tifi«d problem by «lucUnt or bu^ 

••rve . political objective 

demonstrate management concern and diligence 

In terms of the UNDP system,  the stated r„~ose of the   Tripartite Semi- 

annual Review, i. to examine the progres, being made by each project,  ider. ;l> 

the facto« which enhance or diminishes project effectues, and pave the way 

for corrective action.    I„ February of 1972. the Inter- Agency Study Group on 

ivaluation (.ee -.tat.-of-the-art" .ection) recommended a set of guideline, which 

«cognize, that (.) the purpose of . project Xu nÌMUA tQ . ^ ^ ^ 

*nd, (b) . projet can only make a partial contribution to .uch a goml which, 

jà 
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In turn, depends   on Whether thé project results are effectively utilized. 

he purpose of project evaluation Mas enlarged to Include i 

a reappraisal of the basic conception and design of the project 

an examination of the various aspects of project implementation with 
•aphasis on inputs 

25 

as assessment of the results achieved or likely to be achieved 

Conclusions 

In any organisation, and among the participating parties, there needs to 

be a mutually fjjsred understanding of what oan and should be produced by evalua- 

tion activity and for what purpose(s) and what audlence(s).    Variables in either 

purpose or audience will affect the aethodolocy used, i.e., how such an evalua- 

tion is carritdout and the desired results. 

* '««al explanation* of the purpose of evaluation describes it asi 

a systematic assessment of actions in order to improve planning 
or implementation of current and future activities.    It is on« 
aspect of the intertwined progran management cycle consistine of 
planning, implementation, and evaluation 

While the needs of others cannot and should not be ignored, the primary 

purpose of evaluation should be to assist the Executive Director and senior 

•taff of the Secretariat in decision-making and program management by providing 

reasonably objective information about problems, programs, projects and support 

»ctivitie« in a regular and selective fashion.    It should also facilitate greater 

understanding of the development process taken as a total dynamic and help provide 

a more rational basis for future program planning, policy and project formulation. ' 

Particularly, evaluation should help in determining what ways projects and programs 

can and should be shifted in directions to deal more effectively with priority 

problems and selected areas of concentration.   This function will become increasingly 

I* E*^011 Ha"dbook (itoc«,nd «dition), Agency for International Development, 
I   Washington, D. C,    20523 
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Important as UNIDO takes on an enlarged role in the UN system. 

Hf^ar.itiendatlon 

The primar* purpose of evaluation activity should be to serve the needs 

of UNIDO cément - at all levels and including participating parties - to, 

¡SimST the efflClenCjr and •«•cti•... of ongoing operational 

help test the viability of current strategies, policies and approach,, 

•uggest alternative courses of action 

In. Secretariat should re.exa.ine the types and priorities of evaluation activiti.. 

carried out in ten», of the above (or substitute) purpose and develop a nethodology 

or system which will  achieve  the desired results. 

3.    The roles and Interests of other parties in UNIDO «valuation activities 

Discussion 

Outside of the Secretariat, including its field ataff, thara ara three 

•ajor group, which have a légitimât, and continuing intara.t in th. purpc, 

typ. and quality of .valuation activity in UNIDO,    namaly, th. Industrial 

Devlopment Board and it. fanent Coaaitt... UNDP, and the gov.m*mt. living 

assistance. 

Will, a claar con.en.ua on th. purpose, valu.and quality of .valuation ham 

y.t to emerge, th. IDB ha. shown a continuing interest in the function and can 

ahar. a great deal of the credit for its present status in UNIDO.    All evaluation 

«port, ara aubmltted to th. IDB and there have been regularly achaduled sessions 

to debate th. implications of Individual country and sector reports as well a. a 

proper methodology for evaluation. 

Until quita recently, th. involveaent of UNDP wa. pretty much limited to 

th. tripartita field reviews but, since over 66* of UNIDO', operational activitie. 
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are financed by UNDP,  it can be correctly stated that the principal evaluation 

of UNIDO activities takes place under the system designed by UNDP and under 

the supervision of Its own field personnel.    Recently, however, UNDP initiated 

a Joint approach with UNIDO staff for a critical assessment of 25 selected on-going 

and completed technical assistance projects in the field of industrial strategy, 

programming and policies.    If successful, UNDP and UNIDO can be expected to increase 

Joint evaluation of selected subjects of mutual interest. 

The third group Is the Individual recipient countries themselves «hose 

involvement has been primarily in the tripartite reviews and in the country 

evaluations carried out by UNIDO in the past several years.     There is no unifying 

interest, common understanding or appreciation of the process since, collectively 

they represent a broad spectrum of development, industrialization, national aspira- 

tions, resources, etc.    There are certain characteristics and aims, however, they 

do share with all governments, e.g. 

avoid public and/or personal eabairassmant 

maintain their sovereignty and national dignity 

•are needs than resources available 

increase the rate of economie and social development 

Hie recipient governments are what the whole thing is about and many of then 

also serve on UNIDO*s Board of Directors.   Their willing and effective involvement 

la evaluation is critical if there are to be any reasonable results and follow-up. 

Conclusions 

A great deal of the evaluation activity to date in UNIDO has had the 

preparation and submission of a report to the IDI as its primary purpose and end- 

result.   Sons members have expressed dissatisfaction with the content and quality 

of the reports and Secretariat staff themselves have been disappointed with the 

inconclusive result« of UB discussions.which have been largely political in nature, 
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dealing in broad generalities,  and/or not providing any guidane« which is useful 

to the Secretariat. 

The mission and authorities of the IDB are not clearly established by 

precedent or otherwise and is constrained by the action or inaction of other UN 

bodies, particularly those controlling funding.     In addition,   individual «ember» 

have sometimes expressed unreasonable expectations in terms of public se If-examina tic 

and in expected results which are  not conformed  to resource and other constraints 

and to the type of projects and activities which sake up the bulk of UNIDO*s 

programs.    There is a clear need fbr the new Executive Director to enter into 

negotiations with the IDB to clarify tha purpose of evaluation in UNIDO and the 

respective roles and expectations of the IDB and the Secretariat. 

As a political and policy-making group with llttkor no expertise on the 

subject satter, the IDB would do well to shift its emphasis from an almost exclu- 

sive interest in operations to questions of strategy end policy.    They sight also 

express sore concern with the results of evaluation activity than with individual 

reports submitted to thea.    It is not meant to suggest that the 119 should be 

unconcerned with evaluation but that it limit or focus its concern tot 

agreeing on the purpose of evaluation in general and in reference 
to specific types or categories of evaluation 

recognizing that internal and external constraints Halt what oan 
be dorn 

assisting the Executive Director in installing r  rj  -ems design that 
will äset the needs of all parties including, th \ o:   the Secretariat 

participate in the establishment of eva^itior. priorities and selection 
•f subjects for evaluation - but not to the extent  jf over-ourdening 
the syste» and/or precluding UNIDO aam^mer.t f^.  r.- . '.n* its own 
selection to serve its own manages«nt purpose U/ 

the evaluation function by urging neceser -y funding and 
staffing and providing voluntary contributions earmark »d for evaluation 

arranging for public and private experts of member countries to parti* 
eipata In evaluation exercises and/or the analysis of their results 
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Tho rol« of UM UHI» in the évaluation of UMIDO'• activities is critical and 

ther« is almost universal agreement that the current system of tripartita 

rt/iews needs improvement.    Even given auch ieprovement,  UNIDO cannot afford 

and should not want to either participât« in all field project evaluations or 

rely only on project «valuation* for providing the type of information Secretariat 

managoaont need«.   Rather, UNIDO shouldt 

in the UUCP's general endeavors to iaprove its evaluation require- 
ment«, support the effort« of the Inter-agency Group on ¿¡valuation 
to expand th« concept of project evaluation to include project design 
and redesign and the effectiveness and significance of expected results 

.ÏÎSÎ1? Wlth WaÊt d,vtloP criteria for the s«l«ctlve involvea«nt of 
WIDO headquarters and/or field staff in project formulation, design and 
Ifi ÍJJÜh evaluation et pre-d« tarai ned and appropriate phases of project 
ispleaentation. 

Wild on th« r«c«nt expsrlenc« of Joint UKDP^JHIDO headquarter and 
field, staff «valuation of selected areas of concentration or priority 

participât« in UMDf sponsored country evaluations where prograa commit- 
Mats Justify. 

I» negotiating thes« lteas with th« IM and the UlH>Fé th« role and aensitivitiss 

of th« host government uust be clarified and recognised.    This is particularly is- 

portant when deciding on th« purpose and desired result of a particular evaluation» 

the typs of report requiredi and the fona for discussion.    As a principi«, maxi- 

mum participation of host government personnel is required but Jts application 

has to b« tempered by th« limited host government staff and time that nay bs avail- 

able, ths purpose of th« «valuation, ana whether it diroctly affects on« particu- 

lar country. 

*TilPBHll1sH l'Ili 

Ths «btecutlve Director of ÜJHDO, both separately and jointly, should negotiate 

the respective rolss of ths ÜB, UMDP. recipient countries, and the Secretariat 

In the «valuation of UiTDO's activities based on the purpose, principios, and 

objectiva^ specified sbovo and recognising ths primary concern of UMIDO management. 
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L't    Mii'.'l should be evaluated and why? 

I: ..ci.^sion, 

As the discussion below on metriodology will show,  one does not go about 

evaluating everything In the -same manner, for the sane purpose and expect or 

want the same results - nor should equal priority and Investments be aade in 

a.1 1   ty;es of programs.     The purpose of discussing this  iseue is to help determine 

what  are the appropriate categories of evaluati >n for UNIDO and their relativ« 

priority and importance  in terns of the purpose of evaluation agreed to, the 

external constraints and requirements of the UM system, and in consideration of 

such important factors as program priorities, staff competence, expected useful 

results, available resources, and other program management priorities. 

A loose categorization already exists as follows» 

Project Evaluation (Field) 

Project evaluation in the field is carried out through the mechanism 

of the UNDP designed and supervised tripartite reviews.    Because of thm small 

sine of UNlDO's field staff, they are often not even involved.    In any oaee, 

they are not viewed as particularly significant and are almost exclusively 

performance or input oriented.      The reviews are arbitrarily scheduled without 

regard to the sis«, importance, or significant implementation phases of a parti- 

cular project and tend to become a routine "reporting" process. 

Project evaluation is also carried out at UNIDO's headquarter« through 

its planning and programming exercises.    Th» principal method employed is a con- 

tinuing series of quarterly reviews of performance and progress where th« em- 

phasis is on obligation rates and monitoring the delivery of project    input« * 

including the need for remedial actions.    Thene review« are chaired 

by the Executive Director, include the Division Chiefs, and ar« backs topped 

by tho Program Planning and Evaluation Unit.   UNIDO relies on these reviews 
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for management purposes and not the tripartite reports. 

Qomitry »v»lu*tlon» 

There have been over 15 of these types so far which involve the review 

of all UMIDO projects, on-going and completed in the selected country.    So-,e 

involve tripe to the subject country and discussion with UNDP and host country 

staff but most do not because of funding liaitations. 

In the latter oast, the geographic (TCD) staff officer is reduced to a 

review of project files and inquiries by correspondence.   Quality of the 

reviews, not surprisingly, has varied widely and the subsequent reports have 

been sore descriptive than analytical.   It is generally agreed that the results, 

except possibly to the staff officer assigned the task, have been ainiaal. 

Ivaluations 

Also referrsd to as sub-sector or branch evaluations, these involve 

évaluation« of programs whieh aro usually the responsibility of a single 

branch ina substantive division, e.g., lnvestaent proaotlon, fertiliser 

industry sod oilseed processing.    These studios, like the country evaluations, 

have also concentrated on the review of on-going and completed projects. 

They ara usually propared by the technicians responsible for the program. 

However, there have, been sous rooont innovations which aerit consideration. It is the 

consultant's opinion that the Swedish International Development Agenoy (8IDA) should 

be involved in sending out joint Missions to selected countries for intensive 

on-the-spot examinations of pro Joe ta concerning industrial estates with the 

intoni being to obtain direction for future projects including, if necessary, 

a reformulation of the whole approach. 

A most interesting Jnáj¿ approach with UTO» is also in process of an 

evaluation of Individual projects in the field of industrial strato*?t P*o- 

graaminfsmd policio«.   Initiated by UND?, a critical assessment of field 



o,. ',   »ens  1* bei«, «ounted involvi,« ^ .elected  onfoinf and cpl.ted 

tec;.n',al  aì-Msiano«  project..    Th. UNDP pr^rod a  hrl«f desert, t.ion of ih« 

l-urrose and approach of each project   with UNIDO concrtmtlng on iht i.ple- 

mention.    The «««.«sment was carried ont  in several  stages,  first staff 

»ember« of ; NDP .lBd UNIDC ,01ntlv reviews the  outline and ««reed upon th. 

approach,  definitions,  etc.,   then  ^dividual UNIDO professionals „hoi»» 

hackstopplng the .«lected projects  reviewed  the» according to the outil««. 

Independently,  UN» officers also assessed th. projects and for*ar«.d th. 

results to UHI»;   Th. individual  project ass«.«««nt. were checked and 

«nalyzed    and bri.f summary of .ach „as «ade.    Th. finding, on th. individu«! 

projects „ere reviewed by the concerned substantia UNIDO ..ctlon «nd . 

generalised report »a. prepared for the project a. . whole.      A r.port -a. th- 

prepared in draft for joist review by UNDP and UNIDU.      The ««MsSMat 1. 

recognized as subjective and Incomplete, especially since no inve.tigatioji 

*«« «ade in the recipient countries.    It is hoped, however, that th. report 

will «iv. a view of the principal probi.«, encounter«! in the desi««, «««cua«* 

and backstoppln« of projects in this field and indicate certain ««a.«» that 

can to taken tc avoid or solve th. ld.ntl-fl.ld problem, in the futur«,   à 

furthar .ImboratioB of the preliminary results and a «ore ¿«tailed a.Ms.a.«t 

ir th.    reclpi.nt countries is deemed as essential  to i.proving the rwult. of 

technical assistance in the subject field. 

Thematic Evaluation 

Also referred to as subject evaluations,   these  can involve evaluation «tudi«. 

of selected subject, which do not  fit  in the above categori„,  8uch ..,    ^ ^ 

of field advisor«;   recrutent of technics;     training;  and special tm* pn- 

j«ct  implementation.     There have not been any of these type, undertake« i.       ' 

recent years. 
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(one i wig« 

la determining a itri egy for «valuation,  there arc a eeriea of choice« which max 

ic Mdi »ltd a baiane«  atruok regarding invaetnente and expected benefits.     Illustrative 

of the»« dichotoaie«,   whioh are not abaolute of  course, are  the following: 

on-golng v.   pott «valuation 

•aero v. alero («.§.,  project v.   country, sector v.   aub-eector) 

efficiency v effectlv«Maa 

affactlvoMa« v. eigalf Icance 

aaalalatratlve coapllanc« v. technical «ubatane« 

iaauta v.  output« 

«aacrlptlv« v. aaalytlcal 

actleneal« v. historical record 

•ratant v.   future^»d/or paej/ 

laurael v.   «xtemal usa 

dle««alnatloa v. confidentiel i ty 

»' Heal T. the faaeible 

laronching- «n overall conclu«ion of thl« leeue, tt »111 be ueeful to f Irat 

review th« categoria«: 

Fftl+ct evaluation -   It la not th« purpo«« of thia aaetlng to review eh« 

WOP «vetea.    It «ufflet« to «ay that the «yeten 1« adäquate for th« typ« of 

field project «alen la aoat typical for UWDO,  i.«., a "project" which average« 

about $40 to 50,000 and the ahort-tara aervice« of one or two «padellata. 

•awawar, chare la a aaad for th« aal«ctlv« involvement of UNIDO ataff  in the 

fornulation, dealen,   achedullng and on-going «valuation of ata 1 or project«,   i.«. 

project« which lavolve « coaperatlvaly larga inveetnent, ««varal y«ara of input a, 

«a innovation or anaarlaeat, and/or high rlak.    If thai« action« art taken,   it 

will raawva aoat of eh« confualoo,  frietloa, and useltaa dábate of whether and 

••••••ana 



iO'.- li   .* i      Ji-slHt    MU  l>    pi ii.  In-   i'v.'il   ..! i ,i   and  mak-  the  best   use  of 

*"'' limited   rMUUti'CS. 

''}-\l"}JJ. Kvalu*tlPn!»   -  Thf.se   reports  have  caused UNIDO   the moat   trouble and 

tfly i.   í     i hi-   least   ret-ini  m    its   Investment .     To  a  «lenificara   extent,   they 

)'i,l.   ..re   the  UNDP  system,   both   ir,   t, rra:.  ot   countrv  programming,   tripartita 

'evi,-.      „id   reporting.     A «ore  effe, live   ase  of UNIDO  resources  would be  joint 

pani   ipjtlon with UNDP   in  analytical   countty and  regional   studies. 

ÈÌLC}P± Evaluation -  The majority of   the  reports presented  to  the  IDI  In 

the pa^t  have been descriptive,   lacked analytical  content,   and did not  result 

in any  actions either  by the  Board  or the  Secretariat.     Recent  changes,   including 

joint   evaluation with UNDP staff,   have indicated  that a real  potential exists 

to provide specific  and  useful  results. 

The  U.   K.   delegation  to  UNIDu   ha»  suggested   the need   for   intensive  and 

expert   analysis of a  particular  sector or  program component   to relate UNIDO's 

activities  in  the chosen sector,   brandi or   subject   to the  needs of developing 

countries and  in relation to work being done  In  the same   field by other  parts 

of  the UN system,   under bilateral  development  program,   and by private initiative. 

The objectives of such studies  should be  to answer  the  following question«: 

in the sector under study,   is UNIDO doing the  right  thing? 

la  it doing  thee in the  right way1 

Is   It doing work which   is   unnecessary,   either   because   it  duplicates 
W»rk which  is being done  elsewhere or does not   effectively contribute 
to Industrial development? 

Is  there work  In the  field  that needs doing which  is  not being 
done,  and which üNIDo could usefully equip  itself   to do/ 

It  appears that   this    type of  évaluât ion activity would have the strong 

support of  lDB membership and would provide  the basic structure for the further 

development of UNIDO's  intellectual  and analytical capabilities as well M to  *. 
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ai«logue with other UN, bilateral and private organizations on the priority 

nee«« «ad probi«*« relating to industrialization In developing countries. 

I*—atic »tudlas - While Increasing attention to program evaluation which 

ia focused on solving projected critical development problems is in order, 

improving current performance both in technical and administrative content 

cannot and should not be ignored or de-emphaaized. Rather, existing systems 

nay be used to flag management problems which require improvement in terms 

of both efficiency and effectiveness. There have already been a good many 

subjects which have been identified and are susceptible to definition and solution 

by the use of management analysis and Improvement techniques. Examples include: 

defining tac rol« and function* of field advisors; reducing recruitment time 

for «Xpert«; Improving the organisational structure of UNIDO headquarters; 

lncrcaalng the effectivencas of ahort-term training; and a myriad of other problem« 

which «re common to operational activities. While perhaps not evaluation in the 

"pur«" sense, affectiv« work on such problems adds to the creditability of a 

central staff unit and often gains it access to and cloaer working relationship« 

****> ta« technical expert« and those responsible for day-to-day operations. In 

addition, thla function generally require« analytical «kill« which are not di»- 

siallar from those required in both project and aector evaluation. 

mrnrn—nilatlon - UNIDO should shift it« focus from general and aggregata 

proJ«et «valuation Involving country-wld« and subject-wide inventories to («) 

a further reliance on, and nor« affectiv« participation with, the UNDP in it« 

programming, d«aign and evaluation ayates« and (b)a new focus on sub-sector or 

probiea-oriented evaluation studies. Specifically, (1) country evaluation 

atudi«« «hould be eliminated; (2) UNIDO should selectively participate in the 

design and «valuation of important field project« according to pre-determined 
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criteria;   (3)  sub-sector or problem-oriented, in-depth evaluation studies, 

with maximum participation of interred parties,  should receive high priority; 

and  (A)  studies  involving management  improvement should be initiated. 

5.     Is there a_gtandard methodology which can or should be ¿¿¿lied _to the 

evaluation of UNIDO activities? 

Discussion 

This issue has been the subject of continuous debate within the IDB and 

PC and with the Secretariat.    Dissatisfied with the content,  objectivity, 

quality and usefulness of the reports submitted,  a number of delegations have 

maintained pressure on the Secretariat  to establish a standard methodology 

which would permit  the measurement of the effectiveness of UNIDO projects as 

a basis for improving the design of new projects and developing new prioritie.. 

Concern has also been expressed with the lack of specific guidelines and the over- 

reliance on subjective analyses. 

The Secretariat has argued that the drawing up of a standard methodology 

must be an evolutionary process.    Over 18 countries and other organization, 

vithin the UN family „ere contacted in an attempt to review their méthodologie. 

in evaluating activities similar to those conducted by UNIDO.    UNIDO staff have 

attended evaluation seminars sponsored by the U.S.  agency for International 

Development and the OECD and participated in workshops of  the Inter-agency Group 

on Evaluation.    Members of sister organizations,  bilateral development agencies, 

and individual experts have been invited by the Secretariat to recommend a method- 

ology appropriate to UNIDO.    The convening of this Group Meeting of Expert, is 

but the latest in a series of step, taken by UNIDO to comply.    Notwithstanding 

these attempts, the Issue is still unresolved. ;, 
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Conclu» lona 

This issue is not understood by many of the individuals whp argue for or 

«gainst a standard methodology.     Even more serious,  the  arguments advanced, 

•lther pro or con,  often are specious or can mask different motives unrelated 

to aathodology,  e.g.  maximize use of UNIDO resources in  the field,  respect 

tht sovereignty of recipient countries,  avoid or require  the establishment of 

a central unit,  diminishing or maximizing the authority of the Executive 

Director or the IDB,  etc.    If not defined,  it is also easy for non-experts to 

debate ceaselessly because it can mean all things to all people. 

Undoubtedly,   the raising of this issue in frequent  sessions of the IDB and 

PC It Intended to urge and help the Secretariat improve its procedures and 

techniques for performing useful evaluation.    In effect,   the development of a 

standard methodology means to design an evaluation system appropriate to the 

needs and constraints of the principal parties. 

If methodology Is defined as a given set of principles, procedures, models, 

measurements, forma,   techniques and the like,  then It is obvious upon reflection 

that there Is not now and never will be any standard methodology with universal 

applicability.    A review of the state-of-the-art clearly shows that both within 

and among development agenciea,  it la still an evolving art.    It can employ the 

scientific method and use quantitative methods of measurement and analysis but 

it is still an art  (as is technical assistance itself) »   not a science,  and is 

lndispenslbly related to the management function. 

Methodology, or systems design, is a function of three critical variables, 

namely: 

the purpose of an evaluation and the intended  raoults 

the sis«,  importance and character«of the program, project or subject 
•being appraised 
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the staff,   time, and resources available,   including any special 
requirements  and constraints 

While some generic guides are possible and, indeed necessary, «ore detailed 

guidelines and decision criteria are required for each major category of evalua- 

tion activity to be undertaken.    These guideline, should cover such points as: 

purpose of evaluation 

principal audience 

intended results 

¿«sired participants,  including role of entrai unit,  field and/or 
headquarters    staff,  UNDP md/oi oth.r m ag.ncl„t out-ld. Con.ult«ta/ 
•xperts,  host  country 

necessary coordination 

suggested techniques,  tools,  nethods 

end-product wanted,  including report content and format 

forum(s)  for discussion and review 

disséminâtion of final results 

follow-up actions required 

While conducting such an exercise will require a considerable expenditure of 

in-hou.e tine, it will pay dividend, in years to corn« by facilitating a more 

•ffective allocation of program resources and greatly increasing the impact, 

i.a., benefits in relation to cost«, of evaluation activities on UNIDO'• polici.. 

•nd program management.     These action, will require tiae to develop,   test and 

*dju.t.    While the   evolution of the process can be expected to continue indefi- 

nitely, H UNIDO i. provided with sufficient talent and resource.,  an effective 

•valuation «ystema design (i.e., methodology) can be developed and installed 

within the reasonable future (two year. 1. a good estimate) which will provide 

a common approach applying con.Ltent .tandeada appropriate to the evaluation 

being undertaken. 
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•If the Secretariat and Expert Group feels it would be a good use  of its timo, 

it night be productive to take a stab at each identified category applying the 

above mriablea and guideline requirements and suggest at least the outline of 

a preliminary ay s teme design, including alternative srggestions if a consensus 

is not possible or more than one viable approach appears evident or acceptable. 

Recommandation 

In consultation with the 118 and the UNDP, UHIDO should develop a systems 

design which provides a consistent approach and reasonable standards for each 

major category of evaluation activity and is appropriate to the needs and 

constraints of the prinoipal parties involved. 

6.        (frn technical assistance activities of OHIO be e-valuated? 

Discussion 

Expectations regarding the results of OTIBO's evaluation activities reveal 

a wide range of opinion on what oan and should be evaluated.    On the one hand, 

measuring the impact of UsIBO's projects on the economy of the country ooncerned 

is sought;    on the other extreme, the simple measurement of the supply of inputs 

is deemed sufficient. 

Some delegations to the HB urge a greater differentiation between objectives 

and activities with more emphasis on qualitative and quantitative indicators which 

will permit a realistic assessment of successes and failures. 

the former Executive Director, in a frank and illuminating report to the 

HB entitled "Ivaluating the Evaluation" conceded that evaluation of performance 

is a basic function of management and executive responsibility at any level. 

The question is, however, how to measure results against the original objectives 

and how to propose actions that will lead to a more effective realisation of new 

objectives.   This is particularly a problem for OTIDO field operations whioh in- 
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variably represents a limited segment of a more extended process.    What is 

called a "project" is a specific set of actions that generally never represent   • 

a complete operation  such as  the establishment  of a factory or the implementa- 

tion of development policy for a certain region.    Technical  assistance project« 

are not  like financial or construction projects where exact  measurement is 

possible, where benefits  can a'vays be balanced against cost.    Given these  and 

a host  of other reasons  cited,  it is concluded  that evaluation  nust be related more 

precisely to the timing  of the different phases  identified ae "final result«." 

In many cases,  the delicate diplomatic and operational  relations between govern- 

ment«  and the UN make  it  undesirable to express openly shortco.aj.ugs on either 

•ide,   particularly when dependent upon subjective Judgement»  that in many case« 

are mere expressions of  opinion rather than careful evaluation.    However,   the 

discussion continues,  within a limited circle  and in a discrete,  on-the-spot 

approach, a lot of careful criticism and reorientation can be done and is usually 

gladly accepted by both  parties. 

Recognizing the  increasing IDB interest  in questions of evaluation,  the use 

of  Internal or external  evaluation staff 1« cited a« one of  th« most important. 

So is methodology and what is obtained from evaluation in the form of positive 

and specific proposals  for improvement through  changes in procedures, personnel, 

or organisation.    With specific components cf  technical assistance,  such as 

fellowships, performance of experts,  etc.,  there is a possibility of making a 

Judgement about the soundness of th« choice and the success of implementation, 

lut,  the argument continues,  to judge the imponderable implications of the project 

operation against indicators of Industrial growth or of productivity may go beyond 

possible Judgement and proper evaluation.    At  the present stage of evaluation in 

UNIDO, moat procedures relate to the establishment of an identifiable and phased 

program of action and to the quarterly and annual follow-up on the implementation 
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of th... program ag«i„.t planed target..    At later stages,  evaluation could 

take th« for. of coat «€..ore«*nt for increa.ing inplement.tion productivity 

whil. at «till «other «tage,  « qualitative judgement on  the operation, and 

th. oparator. could be .ought through at.ti.tical and ca.e .tudie. .o that Judge- 

Mat, could b. r..ch.d about  th. adviaability of continuing or modifying certain 

•»roach« to progra. or activitiea.    It i. adnitted that the country «port., 

draftad jototly with th. «cipi.nt gov.rnn.nt, My th.refor« .uffer fro« a 

-t^l coaea^n«t    of diff.r.»«. or adv.«. Judg.rn.nt..     Yet they do pr...„t 

• total picture of cooperation and a r...on.bl. .xpr.s.ion of value by the two 

•a"iaa «.earned,    it  i. «oped that m .UCCM-lv. y.,„ the techniqu€ and pro_ 

cadura of .valuation by co»try and by .ubj.ct en b. furth.r dev.loped ao a. to 

eonfclaa . mit« element of critical «anination and «or. .pecific propo.al. 

f«r correction «ad i-or o v.. action, that are r..li.tic and lik.ly to b. auppla- 

••»tad «itala    th. authority and r.aourca. of UMIDO.    Th. report concludo by 

.tati*, that avaluatio« will b. eontinnad «id .npiifi.d but it 1. d.eir.bl. that 

Nciflanta afcould ahray. b. invalv* i« th. proc... and that th. .valuation .ffort 

l^d te praticai propo.1. for la.rov.nt and not «.r.iy te th. ill«Hn.tion 

•f «hortcaáaga agalnat aaaaaad standard.. 

C—d«»i—a 

tha atatad la.u. contain» . »,«*««. of .,*-!..«•., Bowm of ^lch ^ aro4y 

baaa dlaeaasad, e.g. 

tfc. purpoae of evaluation and axpactad raaulta 

aarforaanc. indicator. 

•valuation prlorltlaa 

lavolvanant of recipient govaraaaat 

asacan*, of technical aealetance 

ta* r.1. of WHO,  etc. 
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In the opinion of  'his consultant,   attempts to measure the Impact of 

a"? technical assistance project   (vis-a-vis  capital assistance)   in objectiva 

terms at the macro-level is an exercise  in  futility  (refer to UNITA» study 

reference on pages  4 and 5) and a poor use  of UNIDO's limited resources.    This 

opinion is reinforced by the current  portfolio of UNIDO •projects" which are moniiy 

short-term, involving a small amount of money,  and are responses to 

country requests  for operational and  technical  services.    As previously stated, 

the UNDP systems and UNIDO'a quarterly  reviews,  both oi which are  input and 

performance oriented,   are sufficient. 

However, as UNIDO assumes a new role of  leadership and participates in 

the development of  innovative and complex projects aimed at developing solutions 

to global priority development problema,   reliance on the above system will not 

ba sufficient aa  it  is presently inadequate  for projects which are,   for example, 

over three yesrs  in duration,  involve  costs exceeding $100,000,  and/or meet 

•o«* other combination of criteria which select a project for special attention. 

In these cases, attention to the project outputs and their relationship to a 

higher level purpose may be at least equal and probably more important than 

•etc attention to performance efficiencies. 

In such cases,   there are objective means   (at least more objective than the 

parsonal opinions of concerned participants or  consultants)  to measure results 

baaad on a specification of outputs   (or objectives)  and the establishment of cre- 

daterminad quantitative and qualitativa indicators*.    The logical framework con- 

cept is sn excellent tool for such an exercise as are the guidelinaa developed 

by  the Inter-Agency  Evaluation Group  (Refer to pages   9 to 12). 

If the above actions are taken,  tha dábate over the measurement  of téchale»! 

*Sae Chapter TI, Measurement, Data Collection and Analysis, Evaluation Handbook, 
AID. 
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aaalstsnce cm be by-passed if not eliminated.    It dots not, however,  «newer 

th« thorny question of hov you gtt sovereign governments to take necessary 

remedial action«.    Bi-latersl development agencies can   threaten to eliminate 

or reduce aid if commitments are not Mt.    Even «unilateral organizations 

ia the business of resource transfers can persuade or even force compliance 

by reducing the flow of funds.    An organisation like UNIDO not only has none 

of these "weapon«,"    but »any of the recipient governments sit on its own 

Board of Director«,   1.«., the IM. 

There «re a number of ways to get around this problem.    First,  in the 

typ* of country project "selected" for special design and evaluation attention, 

appropriate host government personnel «imply must be involved in all atages. 

Foiml reports, however, nay need to be limited to those which reflect the remedial 

or new action, taken, and not necessarily include all th« data, analy.es and decisions 

wfcioh lead up to auch actions. 

A second way is to laclude an appraisal of th« Industrial sector and' 

WIM'a asslstaaca M part of an overall assessment of UN programs in a selected 

country by UK» la the meaner of the Migarían and similsr evaluations.    Thi. 

permit« an «ssM.rn.nt  under condition, which are not likely to offend individuals; 

amé mito, other IM agone lei and th« country itself can disassociate it««lf froa 

th« findings of the evaluation taaa or a «pacific recommendation. 

Finally, with more concentration oa thematic ev»l\»tions (with the joint par- 

ticipation of (MDP) which cut «croas a selected group of countries,  the necessity 

to defend e£pecifiç7 conclusion or rooommindatlon in Wag of a speciflo country ia 

«r«*tly lessened if not elialnated. 

Ia say event and la «11 cases, there amst be recognition th«t it i« the 

procese and the ras alta it brings which ara critical, ao£ the publication sf 

reports for outside distribution.   The IM in particular will hsve to curb its 
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desires  for public  reports and self-criticism   by  the Secretariat or recipient 

countries  and maintain a d licate balance between a  flow of  information useful 

to them in  their deliberations and setting up requirements which will reduce 

the quality of such a flow. 

Recommendation 

Recognizing  the problems,  limitations and difficulties  in evaluating the 

technical assistance activities  carried on    by UNIDO now and in the future,  em- 

phasis should be given to:     (1)   the evaluation of selected  field projects where 

the  focus will be on effectiveness,   utilization and significance  and using design 

and measurement  techniques adapted  from the logical framework concept;   (2)  priority 

participation in joint evaluation.,  particularly with the UNDP,   in overall country 

assessments and sector studies which include a cross-section or sample of developing 

countries;   and  (3)   the process and actionable resulta,  not the publication of 

reports per se. 

7.    Self-evaluation versus external and/or Independent évaluation» 

Very few UNIDO evaluations to date have involved the use of outside consul- 

tants or contractors and,  in at least on« instance,  a report prepared by a 

conaultant on a country evaluation caused UNIDO some embarrassment.    Most studies 

have been conducted by the staff officer,  geographic or functional, who had th« 

responsibility for the area or program.    This has led to criticisms regarding 

objectivity,  bias,   and/or conflict of interest and suggestion that,   in the 

future, a Judicious mixture of internal and external evaluation should bs adoptad. 

Th« Inter-agency Group on Evaluation have endorsed the UÎTDP guide- 

lines which provide for independent evaluation within the United Nations Develop- 

ment System vis-a-vis strictly "external" «valuation but added that us« of out- 

side assistance should be considered wher« necessary and feasible. 
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Coud ut ion 

». .«..tion of wh.th.r .valuation .hould b. done inaide or out.ide th. 

S.cm.riat i, . f.i„ dichoto^.    R..po».ibility for a.s«Maent of UNIDO 

.ctivitia. M b« §lven t0 th, Executlve Dlrectort not to outaide con8uitmUt 

branch or ..ographic chiefs, or individual „antri.,.    i„deed one of th« „,it 

l^runt function, of . «ntr.l .valuation unit i. to ...ure  that both . .uffi- 

cia dagr.. of obj.ctivity and unifoneity i. .ppli.d to evaluation and that both 

t.. org.ni.atio. involved and oth.r int.r..t.d partie, b.liev.  that an obj.ctiv. 

«< prof—ional analytical atudy. within th. con.tr.int.  i«Po.ed, h., be«* 

•.rforaed. 

Th.« ar. «»y way. to do thi. without del.,«!«, on.'. a-„M.rial re.pon- 

.ikilitia. to a« out.id. group, organiaatio« or individual who.« own obj.ctivity 

my b. .u^act.    It .u.t al«, b. r.cog«i..d that .valuation which r.quir.. follow- 

<* action, and do., not involv. th. a«,«, and operator, who will be re.pon.i- 

W. to tak. .„eh action.,  i. rar.ly ua.ful.    To th. «tant  that .v.lu.tion ex.r- 

ci.M can b. «rri.d out Jointly, and in coop.r.tion with oth.r UN .«.„ci.. Md 

•Kp«rt. donate by bilateral d.v.lop«nt „.ncia. or i»d.p.„d.nt organi.ation., 

how.vr,  thi. probi.« of obj.ctivity will b. «mi^.ed.    m any caae, TO .valua- 

tion unit «,« b. adequately .taffad by prof...ion«lly co^afnt p.opl. with 

«nou,h .tatur.. fl.xibility    and ind.p«d.nc. to aa.ur. that th. Executive 

Director »c.iv« . frank and hard-hitting appr.i.al including actionable and, 

if appropriât., alt.rnativ. recoweandationa. 

BaeauM of »IDO«, .„n tt«ff mi th. fact ^ mch Q{ ^  lndugtrU1 

«P«ti.. i. locate in th« privat, .actor,   it uy b. 0.c.....ry for UNIDO to 

«•*• a graatar u.. of privat. .„.ultamt. than .«. oth.r part, of th. UH f«*iy. 

Thi. will b. -p.ci.lly tru. if .«b-..ctor valuation .tudi.. concntr.t. on n- 
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probJem., e.g.   the effect  *f energy contraint«,   and the adaptation  of new 

technologies to  the needs and resources of developing countries. 

In any case,   the section of in-house personnel *nd the mix of  out.ide 

personnel,   if any,   is  a   critical  step in any evaluation.    I can  fores«, no 

circumstances in which   anv evaluation should be  external only.     On  th« other 

hand, evaluation which  involves only the operator, of the progran» or  project. 

being evaluated is  likelv   to result in little more  than a suojective  pl.a 

Ter continuation. 

Consultants,   as we  all know,  have their advantages and disadvantage, and 

it  ¡nay be useful to  review some of then at  this  point: 

«perts,   particularly those in a narrow or specialized  field,   may 
have their own  strong bias;  however,  disinterested con.ult.nt» have 
the advantage of objectivity and a fresh viewpoint 

consultants  can augment limited resources needed in a specific 
„•°n:  °f  Particular importance  to a small agency such 

•• UNIDO;   however,  the experience gained by the consultant  la 
lost to the agency when he leave. 

consultant« can provide a specialized knowledge, use of diffarant 
techniques,  and add a cross-di.ciplinary dimension that cannot 
be readily matched within the organization;  they may also  use  up 

lîîï'ïl*  tÍn!1
0f y pe0pl€ in *ettln« oriented •* f«»ili«r with the problem 

Some of the disadvantages in using out.ide consultants can be ameliorated 

if thay come from other «ultil.teral. bilateral or private development org«!««. 

tion and are experienced  ¿n :h,. gen.r.l art of development and/or a particular 

••p«ct of it.    This  is cne good reason for UNIDO to seek out opportunitia. for 

joint evaluations with UNDP and other UN ag.nci.a M well as bilateral develop- 

ment agencies.    Another reason is that "they often come free cf dharge.    The question, 

however, is not whether to use consultant, but how, when and who. 

Finally, the best assurance that there i. a proper balance in evaluation 

i.e.  the right mixture of:     inside and out.ide participantsj line and ataff, 
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h.*,«.«.» ma fiald - i. . ca.tr.1 .valuation unit ti.d into th. policy 

r^rl«, .* «mrc. allocation function..    Such . .t.ff will n.«d .ufficie„t 

.tatar. to b. takan ..riou.1, by th. opr.tor. and, .t the .a», ti»«. glven 

« ind.p~d«c. fro. th. objact. of .valuation (through organiz.tional location) 

»ith KetH to outaide uilitMtt «d alarti... 

»co—indatl«, 

«»• »rlMrv raapo««ibility for th. .valuation of UMIDO», activitia. ««.t 

"••«i» with th. iMcutiv. Director.    In ord.r te achlav. obj.ctivity and 

credibility,  how««. UNIDO „hould:     (1) ancoura,. joint .valuation.;   (2) M|» 

« Judiciou. «.. of o«t.id. eoM.lt.ic. - part of . t.- .ppro.ch to .valuation; 

ma (3) atraagthao th. c.ntr.1 avaluatio. uait to «mag«, p.rticiP.t. in, «d 

â^ur. th. right 1«ur. of inaid. «d out.id. •xp.rti.« «, .valuation .«arci... 

iaeludiag •ubaa.uMt r.vi«, of raault. by ita own .anior aana^aent. 
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